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Finance Committee Meeting held on 12th January 2018 
at 7pm in the Club Room of Killamarsh Community Centre 

 
MINUTES 

Present:       Apologies: 
Cllr Barry Jones  Cllr Royden Philips   Cllr A Crossley 
Cllr Alan Garrett  Cllr Danny Taylor   Cllr S Crossley 
Cllr Glyn Shaw  Parish Clerk-Mrs Susan Coldwell     
Adam Swift (note taker) 

 
 
1. To receive apologies for absence 
 As recorded above  
2. Declaration of Members Interests 
 None 
3. Income and Expenditure as at the end of Nov 17 

(circulated to all councillors Friday 5 Jan) Verbal update from RFO – any questions 
 
SC begins by stating this analysis has been circulated on the 5th January and enquires if any present 
have questions on the Income and Expenditure. 
Cllr DT asks why revenue for sports and bar has decreased by £6,107. 
Management of both sides should be accountable for these losses. 
Cllr BJ believes competition to be the main contributing factor, stating more promotion and 
advertisement is needed. 
Cllr AG agrees and says we need to bring more people through the doors on both the sports and 
bar side. 
SC considers that a new bar door would improve the aesthetics of the bar and make it far more 
appealing for locals – however states far more promotion and marketing is needed when events take 
place. 
The sports side would benefit from more advertisement in and around Killamarsh for example; a 
large sign on Sheffield Road, leaflet handouts etc. 
 
Cllr DT enquires if KSC do any promotion with local business to drum up trade. 
Both Cllr RP and BJ state initiatives have been put in place over the years and have gained very 
little or no  interest. 
Cllr RP states that promotion for centre should be driven by management who can then delegate to 
staff exactly what is required.  
 
Cllr BJ believes that trends vary constantly.  BT sports was brought in as it was seen as a great way 
to bring customers and members into the bar to compete with the local pubs. However this has not 
been the case.  
 
Cllr BJ recommends that the old road entrance (opens directly onto Sheffield road) should be 
reopened as awareness of the centre would improve and it is also more welcoming as members and 
customers drive directly into the centre. 
 
 
4. Draft Budget for 2018/19-Circulated with the agenda 

NB: Precept figure is changed to remain as 2017/18 
Staff costs is based on analysis sent to all councillors 5 Jan 18 

 
SC reviews the draft budget and states that the Precept is exactly the same. 
The key points which SC assessed were: 
 

- Staff costs have increased due to pay awards and pension. 
- BT sport has not been cancelled – looking to change to public Wi-Fi if possible. 
- £6000 less income (however still a surplus of £15,000) 
- £125,000 in reserves  
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Cllr BJ states that the current loan of £200,000 is nearly paid – only two years left to pay and also 
three loans have ended totalling £43,000 less expenditure. 
 
Cllr DT believes interest rates are very low in the current financial climate and it is a very good time 
to invest. SC agrees and states it is worth serious consideration. Cllr GS also agrees and believes if 
a big job needs completing then there is no point in delving into capital.  
 
SC states £50,000 is needed for heating and boilers which needs to be fixed ASAP as it is a serious 
health and safety hazard – in a report from SAW heating pump 2 does not work and pumps 1 and 3 
work intermittently. However the boilers would be incredibly hard to move 
(Possibly have to be done through the roof).  
 
Cllr BJ says it is essential to have domestic hot water for the kitchen and bar and also for paying 
members who used the showers. Cllr BJ proposes to borrow the money for the heating and domestic 
hot water generator – PTE give or take 5%. 
 
Cllr RP enquires if there is any scope for a secondary building close to the current boilers to put the 
new ones in as it may be a far cheaper option. All present agree it is worth consideration. 
 
RECOMMENDATION A) Information to prepare to tender to 3 commercial heating/water 

engineers a.s.a.p. to provide estimate for cost.  SC to then source 
lenders under guidance from DALC etc. and secure a loan, 
approximately £50,000 

 
5. Financial Considerations/ Capital requirements 

(As per reported by R.F.O at the meeting of the F.P.C at the meeting of the F.P.C 18 
Dec 17) 
 

SC refers to priorities on the above report which are highlighted **.   Council to note, that with the 
current trend on the actual/budget comparison for this financial year, there will not be enough funds 
in capital and reserves to allow for all of the items listed below. 
 

**Fixed wire testing     £2,036   Price known 
Extensions to cemetery road    £3,000   Estimate 
WiFi for public with filtering for staff/public  £6,000   Estimate 
**CCTV upgrade     £15,000-£20,000 Estimate 
(Without additional annual maintenance which currently the council do not pay) 
**Bar door porch     £14,000  Price known 
**Parish suite carpet & chairs    £10,000  Estimate 
Parish/pump kitchen improvements   £20,000  Estimate 
**Heating boilers/water tank    £50,000  Estimate 
Relay large sports hall floor    £11,000  Estimate 

 
The estimation for Wi-Fi will not be £6,000 and it will be added on to the invoices from the current 
company. Wire testing is vital due to previous complications on reception which nearly led to a fire. 
Cllr DT states that if a loan is acquired then this can be used on the priorities.  
 
Cllr AG states that the estimation for carpets and chairs far exceeds the actual costs by around 
£10,000. All that is needed is one long piece of carpet to cover the area affected (entire new carpet 
not needed). Also recovering chairs is only around £15. 
 
RECOMMENDATION B) Council to approve management to proceed with quotes and purchase 
of items highlighted ** only and, if recommendation A) is agreed and successful then quotes can be 
obtained for the items not highlighted ** 
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6. Questions from Cllr D Taylor; answers by R.F.O 
 
All questions from the R.F.O SC have been answered in item 6 of the Agenda. SC seeks advice 
from Cllr DT on SHU questions which have been sent via email on financial reports which they have 
undertaken. Cllr DT agrees to answer questions sent through by SC via email. 
 
7. Any further questions for the R.F.O 
 
Cllr BJ states that he is currently in the process of improving the walkway/ footpaths at the cemetery 
as they are in very poor condition at present. Cllr BJ is to source a company to look into creating a 
new footpath and will go through SC on this issue. 
 
8. Sections 137 – Legal Topic note circulated 
 
SC reports that most parish councils plan to report for every august a pot of money is available for 
charities, scouts, football teams etc. This hasn’t been done since she was appointed Clerk in 
September 2012 and there is now scope to put this back in place to help the local community. 
 
Cllr DT agrees and would be happy to help go through the applications to find suitable candidates 
for funds. Cllr AG states it is a long process sorting through applications with very little thanks in 
return – does not believe KPC should offer these funds to the community.  
 
Cllr DT, GS, BJ and RP along with SC all believe this should be set in place with the maximum 
amount of funds available to be set at £2,000. (EG only 10 groups maximum £200) 
 
RECOMMENDATION C) The approval of including Section 137 into the budget for 2018/19 of 

£2,000.  If agreed, for the R.F.O. to source policy/guidelines from 
D.A.L.C. for council approval and facilitate a working party to support 
the administration. 

 
9. CCTV – Verbal update on meetings to arrange to discuss company and cost 
 
SC states that a memo has been sent – the CCTV companies will be here to quote on Jan 16th, Jan 
22nd and 31st January.  Cllrs Jones/Robinson & Windle have received the quotes and will be present 
where possible, along with a member of the Sports Management team-DH/DK or MK. 
 
RECOMMENDATION D) As there has been a delay in arranging these presentations and the 

work is required as an urgent development under H & S, approval from 
the council to delegate the decision to these 3 Councillors prior to the 
meeting of the Full Parish Council in February. 

 
10. Fire proof safe – 3 quotes circulated 
 
Fire proof safe is required to store important documents extracted recently from the Solicitors 
 
All Councillors analysed the quotes-all agree on quote 2 – the 3 draw filing cabinet with 120 minutes 
of fire protection which costs £800. 
 
RECOMMENDATION E) The R.F.O. to purchase the above and arrange appropriate storage 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


